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MORE TESTS THAN ANY OTHER BOOK! This book contains 15 full-length model practice tests

that simulate the real-life SAT Math Level 2 test and reflect the latest question types. The tests

come with answers and solutions along with two additional chapters: one on the description of the

real test and the other on the most effective graphing calculator techniques to make a student's life

easier on the real test.
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Rusen Meylani is a researcher, educator and academician who has taught at several distinguished

K-12, undergraduates and graduate institutions in Europe. He has received many awards in

mathmatics and physics. He holds a Master of Electrical and Electronics Engineering degree and is

well published in his field. When he was a graduate student, he invented three methods that are

currently being used with sophisticated printing devices, the last generation white goods, and, the

state-of-the-art quality control systems. He has dedicated his life to creating easy-to-teach and

easy-to-learn methods in mathematics.

After reading quite a few customer reviews on the SAT math level2 books available, I purchased

this book(by Rusen Meylani) and Barrons for my son (Jan 2011). He is a good math student and

some other books seemed too easy (reviewed from library) so decided on these two books. He

didn't need review material, just looking for more practice. These tests are not realistic and much



more difficult than the real one. But the number of tests this book has really helped with the practice.

Son practiced about 9 tests from this book. Some of the questions it seems are very similar to the

ones from the College Board's real test. It helped to repeatedly practice the tests. Son could never

finish these tests in an hour, after a few tests he took about 1hr 15 min per test. And scored 700-720

towards the end of the practice. I don't remember son talking about too many mistakes (possible I

don't remember since its been some time..). Finally he also practiced the real test from the college

board book, that gives a good measure of where they stand. He scored 800 in the first attempt and I

attribute it to a lot of practice.

The calculator instruction section at the start of the book would be very useful for those who have

never owned a Math Level 2 Study book before, but as I had had one, it wasn't too special

compared to the others. The tests were as difficult as advertised, but not necessarily in a way that

would help you improve your skills. The tricky questions only catch you up and make you focus on

solving "this one problem" rather than helping you hone your skills.

Not bad, with lots of grammar errors.

What struck me the most is that this book has a ton of typos. The questions can sometimes be

incredibly vague a very large number of them are poorly worded. Quite often, the answers are totally

wrong as it seems the author simply changed the values in the questions and mixed around the

answers.Because the questions are totally irrelevant to the Math 2 subject test, I would not

recommend this book if you are preparing for it, but it's worth getting if you like to be challenged.

Admittedly, it's very difficult to emulate any standardized test, and I have yet to find books that do it

well (Maybe Barron's). I do not dispute that the author has been very successful in teaching (as he

commented in another review), but teaching in a classroom environment is very different from

teaching in a book. I also use "teaching" in a very loose sense because the author expects you to

understand the answer from one or two sentences explaining the question.In the forward, the author

justifies his grammatical errors by reminding the reader that the book is a "Math book not an English

book." However, the book cannot be a good one if the content is inscrutable.

The book is generally not suitable for Math Level 2 Sat Subject. It is extremely harder than the real

thing, which is frustrating. I got myself busy trying to solve the hard questions, but it was not worth it.



This book has three additional tests provided on a CD. The book focuses solely on tests and offers

no tutorial content to supplement the problems, as some other review books do. The overall

difficulty of the problem sets seems greater than other review books I've read, and probably of

higher difficulty than the actual tests. The student must rely solely on the solutions to the problems

to acquire the knowledge and understanding of the mathematics. It appears that this book is more

suited to the advanced math student than the student struggling to catch up.

Quality Questions and really helped my daughter to score 790

the questions in this book can be classified as two types: (1) they can only be solved by graphical

calculators, and (2) they are very tricky.The same type of questions are repeated again and

again.don't waste money and time.
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